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COMPUTING OF TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF LAYERED 
HALFSPACE; PROBLEMS IN APPARENT RESISTIVITY INVERSION

Ernő PRÁCSER

This paper deals with the computation of the transient electromagnetic field on the surface 
of a layered halfspace for different transmitter-receiver configurations. The version of the spectral 
technique used here allows accurate computation of horizontal and vertical magnetic field com
ponents even at late times. An apparent resistivity computation method will be described, which 
is most advantageous because it is fast even for rectangular loops. This method is based on inverting 
formulae, expanded in series, that describe the transient field of a homogeneous halfspace; it gives 
accurate results at late times.
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1. Introduction

In transient measurements different components of the magnetic field or 
their time derivatives are measured after turn-off of the direct currents flowing 
in the trartsmitter loop placed on the surface of the Earth. Depending on the 
resistivities of the layers in the halfspace, eddy currents are induced and they 
penetrate downwards like smoke rings. In the measurements the magnetic field 
of these currents is measured and we make attempts to deduce the layer par
ameters from the measurements. To perform these deductions with certainty, 
mathematical modelling of transient measurements over layered halfspace: i.e. 
computation of theoretical decay curves, is needed.

In the Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute (ELGI) we have been working 
on theoretical problems of the transient method since 1982. Our aim is the 
application of transient measurements in bauxite exploration and the develop
ment of their quick interpretation methods [K akas et al. 1985, 1986, in press]. 
These computer programs serve as a basis for this work and compute the 
transient field on the surface of a layered halfspace for the following three 
transmitter-receiver configurations (Fig. 1):
a) Field of a magnetic dipole of vertical axis in the plane of the dipole, at 

distance r from the dipole; dipole-dipole array;
b) Field at the midpoint of a circular loop lying on the surface of the halfspace; 

central induction loop (CIL) array; *

* Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute of Hungary, POB 35, Budapest, H- 1440 
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c) Field at any point on the surface due to a rectangular loop laid out on the 
surface; TURAM array.

Fig. 1. Different transmitter-receiver configurations 

/. ábra. Különböző adó-vevő elrendezések 

Рис. I. Разные установки датчика-приемника

An obvious and widely used method for computing transient curves is the 
application of inverse Fourier transformation to the frequency domain results. 
This is generally known as the spectral technique. In transient measurements 
inverse Fourier transformation means sine or cosine transformation. For any 
component of the magnetic field:
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where
Hu{t) is the time derivative of the magnetic field component of и direction, 

(a = 2n f  f  is the frequency, t is the time after turn-off of the direct current 
flowing in the transmitter loop, Hu(co) is the magnetic field component of и 
direction in the freqûency domain, и is the direction of a component (x, у or
z).

The quick interpretation methods we use are based on apparent resistivity. 
Apparent resistivity is defined as the resistivity of a homogeneous halfspace that 
would produce a field component equal to the measured one for a given 
configuration. This is obtained by solving the following equation for q:

Q) = Hu{t) (2)

where
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H[(t, g) is the value of the transient field component measured over homo
geneous halfspace of resistivity p, H ft)  is the transient quantity to be transform
ed, measured over any kind of layered halfspace.

2. Computation of the magnetic field strength in frequency domain

For accuracy of transient curves computed by using the inverse Fourier 
transformation, adequate accuracy of frequency domain values and a reliable 
Fourier transformation technique are required. Therefore we should now briefly 
discuss the computation of the magnetic field in the frequency domain. For the 
CIL array the field of the electric dipole should be integrated along the circle, 
which means multiplication by 2nr because of symmetry. The formula describ
ing the field of an electric dipole with axis in direction x over a layered halfspace 
is known from different sources [Scriba 1974, Kaufman and Keller 1983]. 
Programs written in ELGI use the following formula:

H.(co)
Jd[ y 
4 л r

J,(7j-)7.e
0

G1 + /?0(2))d2 (3)

where
J ! is a Bessel function of the first kind, first order, г is the height of the 

transmitter. For convergence of the integral it is practical to choose a small z 
value, but not zero, x, у are the coordinates of the receiver, r = ^x2+y2, R0(2) 
is the kernel function depending on layer parameters; it could be determined 
recursively.
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where
et j is the conductivity of the /-th layer, d. is the thickness of the /-th layer, 

Rn(2) = 0, n is the number of layers, / is the current, and d/ is the length of the 
dipole.

Flere the response of the homogeneous halfspace having a resistivity equal 
to that of the first layer is not separated from the integral. Computation of the 
integral in (3) can be performed quickly and accurately using the filter method 
developed by Anderson [Anderson 1979, 1982]. From a computational view
point, the dipole-dipole array represents the same task as the CIL array with 
additional complication that the magnetic field has a horizontal component as 
well [Koefoed et al. 1972, K aufman and Keller 1983].
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The case of a rectangular ldop is more complicated because the field of the 
electric dipole should be integrated along the loop, and that can be performed 
for the Hz (со) component only numerically. This, together with the integral 
necessary for the Hankel transformation in equation (3) and the inverse Fourier 
transformation, means a threefold integration. By reasonable application of the 
filter method used for computing (3) the computation of the integral for all 
required values r does noi take a significantly longer time than for only one r. 
Thus the computation time of the numerical integration along the loop can be 
reduced [Anderson 1982].

To compute the Hx(a>) component of the field of the loop, the Hx(a>) 
component of the field resulting from an electric dipole of direction x should 
be integrated along the two sides of direction x. Then the effect of the two sides 
of direction у should be added. After performing the (x,y) —> (—y, x ) coor
dinate transformation, the Hy(oo) component of the field resulting from the 
electric dipole of direction x should be integrated over x. The horizontal 
components of the magnetic field of the electric dipole are:

Hx(a>) =
Idl d2
47Г dxdy ,

J0̂ r )  —  {\ + R0{X))dX (4a)

HJco) = -
Ш  d̂ _
4n dx2

00
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/ 0(Яг) —  (1 + Ä0(2))d2 +

J0(Xr)lQ-b{ 1 -  Æ0(2))d2

(4b)

The primitive function of Hx(œ) and the first term of the equation describing 
Hy(co) exist in x, but for the second term numerical integration is necessary. 
Performing the computations, it should be taken into account that the current 
flowing in the opposite sides of the loop is of reverse direction. Details relating 
to the computation of the field of the loop in the frequency domain can be found 
in Anderson’s paper [1985].

3. Evaluation of the accuracy in computation of the transient field for late
times

Transient curves computed by equations (1) become inaccurate primarily 
at late times. This can be recognized from the behaviour of the resistivity curves: 
with increasing time they fail to approximate asymptotically the resistivity of
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the lower layer. Therefore in this section we evaluate the comparison and 
accuracy of transient computations over different models by means of apparent 
resistivity curves.

First, let us examine the CIL array. The TCILOOP program was written 
at the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and ELGI received this pro
gram in 1982 through the scientific cooperation agreement between the USGS 
and the Central Office of Geology (KFH, Hungary), l i f t )  in this program is 
computed by equation (la) [Anderson 1981], and from it the apparent resisti
vity, by an iterative method. The cosine transformation is carried out by a 
subroutine which is based on filtering and which was written by Anderson.

After adapting this program to ELGI's R-35 computer, test results com
puted for late times in the case of a resistive basement differed from those 
obtained on the VAX 11/780 computer of USGS. The reason for the deviations 
possibly lies in the difference in the precision of the two computers. From the 
resistivity curve (a) in Fig. 2. it can be seen that computation in the case of a 
resistive basement becomes unreliable with increasing time. The end of resis
tivity curve (b) computed for homogeneous halfspace shows some deviation 
from the correct values as well. For this reason our aim was to obtain a form 
of equations (1) which is more appropriate from the computational view point. 
Since the inaccuracy appears at late times, it could be explained by the behav
iour of H f  to) for low values of со. The following series expansions are valid for 
homogeneous halfspace:

a is the conductivity of the halfspace and r is the radius of the circular trans
mitter loop.

The cosine transform of a constant and the sine transform of the co-func
tion are 0, therefore in the transformation of equations (1), the first terms of 
equations (5) theoretically make no contribution to the transient curve. With 
decreasing frequency the absolute values of these terms become greater than 
those of the other terms of the series which would make a contribution to the 
transient field. Because of the limited precision of the computer these other 
terms appear with steadily decreasing accuracy in the values of Re^.(co)), and 
lm(Hz(co)). As a limiting case it might happen that variables in the computer 
program containing the values of Re(tfz(cu)) and 1т(Я;(си)) become equal to 
the first terms in (5). Therefore one should not expect that transient curves 
computed by Eq.(l) have a correct asymptote for late times however accurate 
the technique used for inverse Fourier transformation may be. It is most 
expedient to remove the first terms of Eq.(5) by derivation. Computer programs

(5a)

(5b)

where
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Fig. 2. Apparent resistivity curves for CIL array
For curves (a) and (d) £>2 = 2000 fim. for (b) and (e) q2 = 100 fim, and for (c) q2 = 5 fim. Curves 

(a) and (b) were computed by Eq. Ia, curves (d) and (e) by Eq. 6 , and curve (c) is the 
coinciding result of computation both by Eqs. (la) and.(6 )

2. ábra. Látszólagos fajlagos ellenállásgörbék CIL elrendezésre 
Az (a) és (d) görbére £>2 = 2000 fim. (b) és (e) görbére q2 = 100 fim és a (c) görbére 0 2 =  5 fim. 
Az (a) és (b) görbét az (la) egyenlettel, a (d) és (e) görbét a (6) egyenlettel számítottuk, a (c) 

görbe mindkét egyenlettel azonosnak adódott

Puc. 2. Кривые кажущегося удельного сопротивления для соосной установки 
Для кривых (а) и (d) (> = 2000 омм, для (Ь) и (е) g3= 100 омм, для (с) Q_ = 5 омм. Кривые (а) 

и (Ь) рассчитаны по формуле (1а), кривые (d) и (е) по формуле (6 ). Кривая (с) имеет 
одинаковый ход при применении любой формули

written in ELGI compute components of the magnetic field using a formula 
obtained form (lb) by partial integration.

f i j j )  =

oo

0

i d 2 \
— г Hu(co) sin cut àw

\ow ) (6)

If this form of sine transform is applied to Eq.(5.b.), then the disturbing 
first term disappears and the asymptote of the transient curve can be obtained 
accurately even for late times. Since the behaviour of H,(w) over layered models
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is similar to that over homogeneous halfspace, and since the asymptotic behav
iour is independent of the transmitter-receiver configuration as well, Eq.(6) can 
be used for computation of transient fields over layered models. Resistivity 
curves (d) and (e) shown in Fig.2 have been constructed on the basis of transient 
curves computed in this way. Conductive basement curves obtained by the two 
different methods coincide, i.e. curve (c) is obtained both by using Eq.(la) and 
by using Eq.(6). For computation of sine transforms, a subroutine written by 
W. A n d e r s o n  is used even if equation (6) is applied.

In the case of dipole-dipole and TURAM arrays, application of Eq.(6) 
plays an even more significant role in the computation of horizontal com
ponents because the accuracy of horizontal component computations using (lb) 
is much lower than that for vertical component computations (Fig.3, curves a 
and b). The explanation lies in the less favourable magnitude relations of terms 
in the series expansion of the formula describing the field strength in the 
frequency domain. For example, for a magnetic dipole

IS (  cottar2 Зтг , , \
lm(Hr(co)) = — 3 ( -  -  64 (Щшг2)2 + ...J  (7)

where
IS  is the moment of the magnetic dipole.

Fig. 3. Apparent resistivity curves for a magnetic dipole 
Curves (a) and (c) are derived from Hz(t), curves (b) and (d) from f t r(t). Curves (a) and (b) were 

computed by Eq. (lb), curves (c) and (d) by Eq. (6 )

3. ábra. Látszólagos fajlagos ellenállásgörbék mágneses dipólra 
Az (a) és (c) görbe # z(?)-ből, a (b) és (d) görbe / / r(í)-ből származtatva. Az (a) és (b) görbét az 

( 1b) egyenlettel, a (c) és (d) görbét a (6 ) egyenlettel számítottuk

Puc. 3. Кривые кажущегося удельного сопротивления для магнитного диполя 
Кривые (а) и (с) получены по компоненту Hz(t), а (Ь) и (d) по Hr(t). Кривые (а) и (Ь) 

рассчитаны-по формуле (lb), а кривые (с) и (d) по формуле (6 )
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As со tends to zero, the second term of (7) — which plays a role in determination 
of the asymptote valid for late times — approaches zero more rapidly than the 
second term of (5b). Therefore this term is less significant compared with the 
first term in the value of Im(//r(co)) than is the second term of (5b) for the vertical 
component. Resistivity curves a and b Fig.3 have been constructed using 
Eq.(lb), and curves c and 4  using Eq.(6).

d2 d2
The computation of — - Hz(co) and — - Hr(co) is worth mentioning. The

cco dca
faster method is to compute values of Hz(coj) and at given points (cop
j  = 1,2,...«) of the frequency band necessary to perform transformation, and 
then to determine the values of the second derivative by spline approximation 
for every œ required to perform sine transformation. In this case the accuracy 
of transient curves improves mainly for the vertical components; for the less 
favourable horizontal components the improvement is negligible. A more ac
curate method is to determine numerically the second w derivative of the R0(2) 
kernel function contained in the integral used for Hankel transformation. 
Unfortunately, as a consequence the running time of the program increased 
significantly. In addition to the plotted resistivity curves, improvements in the 
accuracy achieved are also demonstrated by Table I. The transient field values 
for a magnetic dipole over a two-layer halfspace are given in the columns of the 
table.

21 2лст,г5

ца^г1 Mz U J
Spectral method 
Goldman 1983.

Spectral method 
Anderson 1983.

Integral-finite- 
diflerence method 

Goldman 1983.

Spectral method 
ELGI 1986.

0.100E0 0.662E1 0.662E1 0.662E1 0.662E1
0.I78E0 0.230E1 0.230E1 0.230E1 0.230E1
0.316E0 0.597E-2 0.597E-2 0.597E-2 0.573E-2
0.562E0 — 0.293E0 — 0.293E0 — 0.293E0 — 0.293E0
0.100E1 — 0.I47E0 — 0.147E0 — 0.147E0 — 0.147E0
0.178E1 — 0.498E-1 — 0.498E-1 —0.498E-1 — 0.498E-1
0.316E1 — 0.142E-1 — 0.142E-1 — 0.142E-1 — 0.142E-I
0.562E1 — 0.376E-2 — 0.376E-2 — 0.376E-2 — 0.376E-2
0.100E2 -0.973E-3 — 0.973E-3 -0.971 E-3 -  0.973E-3
0.178E2 — 0.241 E-3 -0.241 E-3 — 0.239E-3 -0.241 E-3
0.316E2 — 0.523E-4 — 0.523E—4 -0.520E^t — 0.523E-4
0.562E2 — 0.972E-5 -0.971E-5 — 0.975E-5 -  0.972E-5
0.100E3 -  0.155E-5 — 0.155E-5 — 0.155E-5 -0.155E-5
0.178E3 — 0.217E-6 — 0.216E-6 — 0.215E-6 -  0.216E-6
0.316E3 — 0.272E-7 — 0.270E-7 — 0.272E-7 — 0.270E-7
0.562E3 — 0.316E-8 — 0.31 IE- 8 — 0.312E-8 — 0.312E-8
0.100E4 -  0.309E-9 — 0.342E-9 — 0.340E-9 — 0.340E-9
0.178E4 0.198E-10 — 0.361E-10 — 0.358E-10 — 0.358E-10
0.316E4 — 0.187E-10 — 0.352E-11 — 0.369E-11 -  0.370E-11
0.562E4 0.5I2E-11 -  0.348E-12 — 0.375E-12 -  0.375E-12
0.100E5 — 0.1 ЗОЕ—10 — 0.653E-13 — 0.379E-13 -0.380E-13
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Using a procedure similar to the method of obtaining formula (6) from 
(lb), formula (la) could be modified as well.

Given the results of the frequency domain computations, it was possible 
to compute the transient field for a rectangular loop in the same way as for the 
dipole-dipole and CIL arrays. In this case, there is greater difficulty in concep
tualizing a computational method for rectangular loops based on the time 
domain solution of Maxwell equations than for magnetic dipole and CIL array, 
which emphasizes the significance of the spectral technique. In the fourth 
column of Table I the results obtained by the time domain solution of Maxwell 
equation are listed [Goldman 1983, 1984]. The resistivity curves shown in Fig. 4 
are constructed using vertical and horizontal components of the transient field 
resulting from a rectangular loop.

Fig. 4. Apparent resistivity curves for TU RAM array 
Curves (a) and (b) are derived from Hz(t), curve (c) from l i f t )  and curve (d) from l i f t ) .  All

curves computed by Eq. 6

4. ábra. Látszólagos fajlagos ellenállásgörbék TÚRÁM elrendezésre 
Az (a) és (b) görbe //„(í)-ből, a (c) görbe Я,(/)-Ь01, a (d) görbe pedig ЯЛ(Г)-Ь01 származtatva. 

Mindegyik görbét a (6 ) egyenlettel számítottuk

Puc. 4. Кривые кажущегося удельного сопротивления для установки TU RAM 
Кривые (а) и (Ь) получены по компоненту Hft),  (с) -  по Hft) ,  a (d) по l i f t) .  Все кривые

рассчитаны по формуле (6)

Table I.
<?  Comparison of ТЕМ field values computed by different methods for a two-layered section with

ct2 =  oo; r/ly =0.25 [after G oldman]

и-| I. táblázat Különböző módszerekkel számított tranzines tér értékek kétréteges modell felett 
mágneses dipól gerjesztésre <r2 = oo; r//it = 0,25 [Goldman nyomán]

. Табл. /. Значения поля переходного процесса над двухслойной средой, при возбуждении 
V -1 магнитным диполем, полученные разными способами <т,= оо, г/А, =-0,25 [по Голдману]
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Up to this point, the expression “transient field” has meant time derivatives 
of field components Hr(t), / /x(f), Hy(t)). The components themselves can
be obtained from derivatives by integration over time.

4. Computational methods for apparent resistivity

It is generally more meaningful to examine the apparent resistivities instead 
of the measured or calculated field components. Resistivity can be derived from 
the field components, and the resistivity relations of the layers can be deduced 
more easily from the apparent resistivities than from the measured quantities, 
the decay curves. In apparent resistivity calculation (briefly: resistivity calcula
tion) known parameters (moments of the transmitter and receiver and their 
relative position) are removed from the transient curves.

The solution of Eq.(2) can be obtained by iteration or by inverting the series 
expansion of H{(t, @). Spies and Raiche [1980] have applied this latter method 
for coincident transmitter and receiver loops. By iterative methods two resis
tivity curves can be obtained; one is correct for early times and reflects the 
resistivities of the near-surface layers, the other is correct for late times, and 
reflects the response of deeper layers. This second curve can be obtained in close 
approximation by inverting the series expansion of H{(t, q). For dipole-dipole 
and CIL arrays the iterative solution is also feasible because the transient field 
over homogeneous halfspace is given by a relatively simple formula. The other 
advantage of these arrays is that essentially only one transient curve exists over 
homogeneous halfspace. In the case of a rectangular loop the situation is 
considerably more complicated. Since in this case H{(t, q) is the integral of the 
transient field of the electric dipole along the loop, an iterative solution of Eq.(2) 
would be extremely slow. It would be possible to calculate H{(t, q) for one 
suitably long time interval, in properly dense time moments, and then to store 
the results and use it in every subsequent case for the solution of Eq. (2). 
However, this way is not expedient because for rectangular loops there are as 
many kinds of transient curves over the homogeneous halfspace as there are 
transmitter-receiver positions. Only those transmitter-receiver configurations 
can be considered as equivalent that are generated by enlargement/reduction. 
Therefore the following method, which is based on inverting the series expan
sion of Я{(/, f)) and which provides correct results primarily for late sections 
of the transient curve, is advisable.

Let us start from the series expansion of the formula describing the tran
sient field of the electric dipole over homogeneous halfspace.

where

a, b, c,

H{(t, (?)
yldl

— -----(aa.3 + bet5 + col1 + c h 9 + ...)
n2 4tr3

are known constants, and a2
цог2

(8)

41
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The transient field of a rectangular loop can be obtained by integrating the 
field of dipoles along the sides of the loop, using the following integral (in this 
case for one of the loop sides, parallel to the x axis):

*2
J* {x2 + y2)k dx

к
1

x 2(k-j)+l

2 (k - j )+ l 2 ( k - j ) + l ) (9)

H{(t, q ) = ---- -— (aa3 + bix5 + cot1 + da9 + ...) (10)
n24tr

where
f  is a quantity related to the transmitter-receiver configuration:

_ _ rt + r2 + r3 + r4
Г 4

rj is the distance between the midpoint of the y'-th side of the loop and the 
measuring site, 
and

2 -  ^ afl

Coefficients a, b, c, ... depend on the transmitter-receiver configuration and. 
using (9), may be calculated quickly.

Let us solve (2). Substitute in (10) the transient quantity to be transformed 
for the transient value over the homogeneous halfspace:

3

Ti24trHJt)
ß = -  ---- j -----= aa3 + bot5 + cot1 + dot9 + ... (11)

To this series there belongs an inverse series giving a as a function of ß.
I  1 1

a = Aß3 + Bß+ Cß3 + Dß3 + ... (12)
Coefficients А, В, С, ... сап be obtained from a, b, с ... using the following 
formulae:

В = -
b_ 

3 a1
4 b2 1 c
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a
\52 tde _ m  bed 16 _ 152 16 ce 8 í/2 1 ^ \

~ 1.1 a1 H  H  + 1  1  J \ l  + J ^  + 9 a b 3 a5)
Coefficients of series (12) need be determined only once for each transmit

ter-receiver configuration. Apparent resistivity values can be attached to the 
individual time moments in the following way: H.(t), t, r and I are known, so 
at first ß is obtained from the first equation of (11), then oc is obtained from the 
series (12) and, using the definition of a, a and g= l /ст can be expressed.

Similarly, resistivity calculation based on f ix(t) can be carried out, with the 
difference that the series expansion of H{(t, p) is obtainable only by more 
laborious computations.

The above method might also be applied to the dipole-dipole and CIL 
arrays, with the difference that to obtain the series expansion describing the 
transient field over the homogeneous halfspace there is no need for integration 
along the transmitter wire.

One possible characteristic of the quality of apparent resistivity calcula
tions is the accuracy that can be achieved in re-obtaining the resistivity of the 
homogeneous halfspace by applying these calculations to the transient curve 
calculated over the homogeneous halfspace. This method is worth applying if 
the condition oc< 1 obtains.

In Fig. 4 it can be seen that apparent resistivity values deviate from the 
resistivity of the first layer at early times. It is obvious that on the one hand, 
the behaviour of the horizontal components is more favourable from this 
viewpoint, and that, on the other hand, deteriorating accuracy of this resistivity 
calculation for early times results from moving away from the transmitter. 
Disregarding the deviations appearing at early times, field components at dif
ferent sites provide the same apparent resistivity. Curves c, d and e of Fig. 2 and 
the curves in Figs. 3 and 4 have been obtained from the series expansion of 
formulae describing the field over homogeneous halfspace, using the coefficients 
from first to seven. Determination of further coefficients would be useless
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because the expressions describing them become more and more complicated 
and their use would ensure only a negligible improvement in the results.

Resistivity curves a, b and c in Fig. 2 have been constructed by an iterative 
method on the basis of Hz(t) calculated from (la). Thus in those intervals where 
the program using formula (la) gives accurate results, the coincidence of the 
curves demonstrates that the two resistivity calculations are of equal quality.

5. Conclusions

By applying equation (6) every component of the magnetic field measurable 
on the surface of the layered halfspace can be calculated correctly for all three 
transmitter-receiver configurations. The resistivity calculation method discuss
ed above allows calculation and analysis of resistivity curves over different 
layered models and this is a great help in interpreting resistivity curves cal
culated from transient values measured in the field.
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RÉTEGEZETT FÉLTÉR TRANZIENS VÁLASZÁNAK SZÁMÍTÁSA, LÁTSZÓLAGOS 
FAJLAGOS ELLENÁLLÁS MEGHATÁROZÁSA

PRÁCSER Ernő

A cikk a rétegezett féltér felszínén kialakuló tranziens elektromágneses tér számításával 
foglalkozik, különböző adó-vevő elrendezések esetében. A spektrál módszernek az itt alkalmazott 
változata lehetővé teszi a mágneses térerősség függőleges és vízszintes komponensének pontos 
számítását késő idő értékekre is. A tanulmány egy látszólagos fajlagos ellenállásszámítási eljárást 
is ismertet, amelynek a gyorsasága folytán a négyszögletes keret esetében van a legnagyobb jelentő
sége. Ez a módszer a homogén féltér tranziens terét leíró képletek sorbafejtett alakjának invertálásán 
alapul és késői időértékek esetén ad pontos eredményt.

РАСЧЕТ ПОЛЯ ПЕРЕХОДНОГО ПРОЦЕССА НАД СЛОИСТЫМ 
ПОЛУПРОСТРАНСТВОМ, ОПРЕДЕЛЕНИЕ КАЖУЩЕГОСЯ УДЕЛЬНОГО

СОПРОТИВЛЕНИЯ

Эрнё ПРАЧЕР

В этой стате изложен расчет электромагнитного поля переходного процесса, образу
ющегося на поверхности слоистого полупространства, для случая разных установок. Приме
ненный здесь вариант спектрального способа дает возможность точно определить значений 
вертикального и горизонтального компонентов магнитного поля даже при поздних време
нах. Также излогается один способ расчета кажущегося удельного сопротивления, который, 
в связи со своей быстротой, имеет значение прежде всего для случая квадратных рамок. Этот 
способ основан на инвертации разложенных в ряд формул, описывающих поле переходного 
процесса однородного полупространства, и дает точные результаты для поздних времен.


